
 

 

 

KometaBio - Dentin Protocol 
10 TIPS FOR EFFICIENT USE OF OSTEOINDUCTIVE DENTIN GRAFT 

 
COMPOSITE AND AMALGAN REMOVAL 

For maximum efficiency remove composites/amalgam prior to extraction to 

allow easier mechanical cleaning of the extracted tooth.  
 

SECTION IF USING ENDO TREATED TOOTH 

A vertical section makes for easier endo material and sealer removal. 
 

STORE AN EXTRACTED TOOTH FOR LATER  

Must be SAME PATIENT only.  Dry the extracted tooth and label the pot with the 

patients name and date. Store at room temperature.  Run the full KometaBio 

grinding and cleansing process before use.  See full protocol HERE.  
 

SURFACE CLEANING WITH IRRIGATION 

To mechanically clean the tooth, use a surgical carbide bur or tungsten burs. 

Irrigation will speed up the process. Be sure to dry the tooth well. 
 

SMALL PARTICLES 

In contact with the implant surface increase the graft turnover and improve the 

new bone to implant contact. Resorption is c3 months.  To create smaller 

particles run the GRIND function a second or third time BEFORE the SORT 

function. Repeat until no graft is left in the top chamber. 
 

LARGER PARTICLES 

For sinus filling or for slower turnover graft. Run the GRIND function for 2 seconds 

instead of 3 before the SORT function.    
 

DO NOT USE SALINE AS A DENTIN WASH 

Normal saline will not create the required pH 7.2 before placement. 
 

HAVE A STOPWATCH READY 

When cleanser soaking, set the timer to 5 minutes and return when the time is up. 
 

FULLY DRY DENTIN GRAFT PRIOR TO PREPARING STICKY BONE 

Autoclave the graft in its dish on a dry cycle for 3-5 minutes. When dry, add the 

PRF pieces and watch it coagulate. 
 

REUSE LEFTOVER DENTIN GRAFT  

Must be SAME PATIENT only. Dry excess graft and label the provided dish with the 

patient’s name. Store at room temperature. When re-using, remember to repeat 

the full KometaBio cleansing process.  See full protocol HERE.  
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